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Abstract
The knowledge of the thermal parameters of a particular concrete is essential for thermal design of a building, but also could
help to identify and assess the state of a concrete structure. Active thermography has the potential to be applied onsite and to
provide a fast investigation of thermal properties. In this work, three different concrete samples were investigated by active
thermography in reflection and in transmission setup. It was found that this method yields the same results without direct
contact as the Transient Plane Source (TPS) method as an established inspection tool.

Keywords Concrete · Effusivity · Thermal diffusivity · Photothermal · Thermography · Hot disc method · Parker method ·
Onsite inspection

1 Introduction

Althoughmany newmaterials are being developed and intro-
duced for the construction of buildings, as they offer great
potentials for saving energy by e.g., reduced thermal conduc-
tivity, concrete is still one of the most widely used materials
in the construction industry. However, many kinds of con-
crete exist and must be chosen for the respective purpose.
Not only the mechanical properties are decisive, but also the
thermal parameters like heat capacity and thermal conduc-
tivity. Often, these are not listed in sufficient detail for the
used concrete, as the material mixtures might vary gradually.
When examining the concrete in old buildings, the used con-
crete might not be documented, and its properties must then
be determined on-site or by taking samples. A series of recent
studies and publications was focused on the determination of
the thermal properties of an entire wall as part of an existing
building to evaluate the heat energy consumption [1–3]. The
reported methods are regarding the entire thickness of the
inspected wall in its actual state with moisture and degrada-
tion ofmaterials, but last for several hours or even days due to
the large thermal inertia. In contrast, the authors of this con-
tributionwant to establish a fastmethod to identify the kind of
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concrete onsite bymeans of thermal properties at the surface.
In certain cases those values are needed to enable numerical
simulations of a building or component [1]. In a recently
developed method for a nondestructive thickness measure-
ment of surface protecting coatings on concrete, the thermal
properties of the covered concrete are also required [4]. In
contrast, Wang et.al. determined coating thicknesses without
knowledge about the actual value of the thermal diffusiv-
ity by using a calibration data set for an artificial intelligence
approach [5]. Since porosity strongly influence thermal prop-
erties [6] some recent research work was focused on the
consideration of heat propagation bymeans of transit times of
virtual waves [7]. Here, transit times at known sample thick-
nesses are exploited to determine a wave velocity strongly
correlatedwith thermal diffusivity and eventuallywith poros-
ity.

Several methods exist to determine the thermal properties
of materials and in particular also of concrete [6, 8]. One
example is the hot disc method or Transient Plane Source
(TPS)method, whichwill serve as a referencemethod for our
measurements [9–12]. Other methods described in the litera-
ture include photothermal deflection technique [8], laser spot
heating combined with pyrometer point measurements [13],
photopyroelectric calorimetry (PPE) [6], time-modulated
laser spot heating combined with lock-in thermography [6]
or a hotwire technique [14]. The flash method is well estab-
lished for the measurement of the thermal diffusivity [15]
and is even described in related standards [16, 17]. Liu et al.
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applied thismethod to investigate the influence ofmoisture in
different lightweight mortars on their thermal conductivities
[18]. Santhosh et al. used it also to determine the poros-
ity in ceramics [19]. However, most of these methods are
laboratory measurements, for which a sample with strong
restrictions in size and dimension must be taken.

Active thermography is generally considered as a rather
inexpensive and fast method with high flexibility concerning
the sample size, which can in principle be conducted on-
site on buildings [1, 3, 20]. Therefore, this work examines
the feasibility of active thermography for deducing the ther-
mal parameters of concrete, but in a short-term mode. The
accuracy of themethodwill be demonstrated aswell as possi-
ble drawbacks and difficulties that must be considered when
using this method on concrete. Also, active thermography
was used to determine the thermal parameters of construction
materials in [6], but the method applied there uses time-
modulated heating and is far more difficult to realize than the
method presented here. Thus, it falls more into the category
of laboratory measurements than possible on-site measure-
ments. Furthermore, like the TPS method [9–12], it is based
on measuring the local thermal parameters at one point or
small region of the sample surface. To measure useful values
describing the thermal parameters of concrete as a material
mixture, an averaging over larger areas or over a multitude
of different single points is required. The method described
in this work provides the inspection of a representative area
within a minute. Thus, it allows the nondestructive testing of
larger structures at selected regions.

In order to demonstrate the performance and validity
of this method, three different kinds of concrete were
investigated. Finally, the reported results provide the good
agreement between TPS method and active thermography
with laser pulses not reported so far. The possibility to per-
form active thermography in reflection mode on concrete
offers a way for a real onsite measurement.

This study is organized in different sections:

• Concrete samples: Describes the sample preparation
• TPS measurements
• Measurements in transmission geometry: Method is
applied to a separated sample of certain thickness simi-
lar to the flash method [21]

• Measurements in reflection geometry: Method is applied
to the surface of a sample with unknown thickness

• Discussion: Comparison of the results with values given
in literature and standards

2 Concrete Samples

Three different types of concrete were selected from the
stock: One repair mortar and two lightweight concretes. All
samples were cut from a larger block and reveal two different
surfaces: the formwork surface and a smoothed plane from
the inside dominated by a variety of cut grains. The investi-
gations were focused on the cut side with its smooth surface
to enable a better thermal contact for the TPS method.

2.1 Sample Type 1 (Lightweight Concrete with Red
Expanded Clay)

Figure 1a shows the surface of sample type 1 at the cut side.
The thicknesses of the available samples of this type were
1 cm and 1.5 cm. The length of the square-shaped sample
is 10 cm. The photo shows the type of inclusions existent
in this sample: Large pores and large black and red colored
inclusions. The red inclusions consist of expanded clay. Fig-
ure 1b shows the same specimen after coating with Mibenco
liquid rubber spray leaving the upper right quarter free. This
coating is often applied in the field of thermographic testing
(discussion see below in Sect. 2.5). Since an additional coat-
ing is not favorably for onsite application, one quarter of the
sample surface was kept uncoated to enable investigations
with and without coatings.

2.2 Sample Type 2 (Repair Mortar)

Figure 2 shows the sample type 2.Again, the left photo shows
the surface without coating and the photo on the right the
same surface after partial coating. The thicknesses of the
samples of this type were 1 cm and 1.5 cm. The diameter of
the samples is 10 cm. The photos show the type of inclusions:
Larger and smaller pores and small inclusions of differently
colored materials. Thus, the composition of this sample is
very different from sample type 1.

2.3 Sample Type 3 (Lightweight Concrete with Black
Expanded Clay)

Figure 3 shows the sample type 3. It has a thickness of 1 cm
and a diameter of 10 cm. The surface reveals large pores
and inclusions of different size and color. Some of the larger
inclusions are black with a porous consistency.
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Fig. 1 a Sample type 1 cut
surface. b Sample type 1 cut
surface after coating with
Mibenco liquid rubber

Fig. 2 a Sample type 2 cut
surface. b Sample type 2 cut
surface after coating with
Mibenco liquid rubber

Fig. 3 a Sample type 3 cut
surface. b Sample type 3 cut
surface after coating with
Mibenco liquid rubber
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2.4 Thermal Conductivities Measured by Transient
Plane Source (TPS) Method

The thermal conductivity measurements were carried out
according to the TPS method. In this method, measurements
are made with a heated plane sensor element in the shape of a
double spiral. The investigations were implemented with the
"HotDiskThermalConstantsAnalyser", ameasuring system
from the company Hot Disk AB. The device TPS 1500 was
used [22]. Because of the small sample thicknesses, a probe
head with a diameter of only 6.4 mm had to be used (Kapton
sensor 5465). Usually, for porous or inhomogeneous materi-
als, it is recommended to use a sensorwith a radius larger than
15mm [23]. Since there was only one specimen in each case,
measurements were conducted from one side. In a one-sided
measurement the sensor is located between the specimen and
a material with a known thermal conductivity, which should
be significantly lower than that of the specimen (in this case
Styrofoam). The setup is demonstrated in Fig. 4.

The measurement accuracy is stated by the manufacturer
to be better than 5% and the reproducibility of the measure-
ments better than 1% [22].

The small size of the sample, as well as that of the sensor,
can have a negative effect on the measurement. Therefore, a
series of individual measurements was conducted at the cut
side and on coated and uncoated regions of every sample to
consider the inhomogeneous composition with larger inclu-
sions. The following Table 1 compiles the results, together
with the values given by aGerman standard for concrete [24],
where a curve conductivity vs. density is provided. Thus, the
individual measured densities of the investigated samples are
also included inTable 1.Density uncertaintieswere estimated
by the give uncertainties of mass dimension measurements.
The uncertainties of the conductivity values are the standard
deviation as a first approximation because the value distribu-
tion was uneven. Only values from the coated regions were
regarded in Table 1 because they are expected to bemore reli-
able due to better thermal contact at the surface and larger
investigable areas were available. Please note that as a first

Fig. 4 Setup of the TSP method with the Hot-Disk sensor in one-sided
configuration

Table 1 Densities ρ, expected and measured values of the conductivity
k of the investigated specimens

Sample Type 1 Sample Type 2 Sample Type 3

ρ (kg/m3) 1930±50 2125±85 1860±70

number of
measurements

22 16 7

kmeasured (W/(m
K))

1.37±0.03 2.54±0.05 1.6±0.20

kexptected (W/(m
K)) from [24]

1.35 1.6 1.35

approximation a possible influence of the coating is covered
internally by the parameter thermal contact resistance. How-
ever, A systematic study of the actual influence of the applied
Mibenco coating on the measurement results was not in the
focus and was not carried out so far.

The obtained thermal conductivities kmeasured comply
with the specification of the standard in case of sample types
1 and 3. On the contrary, sample type 2, the repair mortar,
has a significantly higher thermal conductivity than would
be expected for normal concrete with this density.

Thus, the investigated kinds of concrete embody a certain
bandwidth of material parameters in concrete with medium
density. Thus, the following results can be viewed as a gen-
eral approach to apply active thermography on various types
of inhomogeneous construction materials, not limited to a
special kind of concrete.

2.5 Optical Properties of Concrete Surfaces

Whenever active thermography is conducted in terms of a
quantitative data evaluation, two effects have to be regarded:
the emissivity of the inspected surface within the sensitivity
range of the IR camera and the heating energy absorption
actually achieved. Both effects can be handled normally by
the application of a black coating, but this is not favorable
for many test items. However, some standards even require
a black coating to avoid the named effects.

The emissivity of the investigated concrete samples was
estimated following the regulations of the standard ASTM
E1933 [25] and was found to be very high, that means dif-
ferences between radiometric measured temperatures and
temperatures measured by thermocouple are within the
uncertainties. This was found for both: for coated and
uncoated surfaces as well. Thus, from an emissivity point
of view, a coating is not required in case of the investigated
concrete surfaces. Thus, an infrared camera sensitive in the
wavelength range between 3 and 5 μm with a valid temper-
ature calibration delivers correct temperature values without
further corrections.
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Table 2 Obtained absorptivity values of 3 concrete samples and a black
rubber coating Mibenco at the laser wavelength of 940 nm

Cut side Formwork side

Sample type 1 0.625±0.04 0.585±0.03

Sample type 2 0.81±0.01 0.775±0.02

Sample type 3 0.685±0.04 -

Coating Mibenco 0.95±0.01 -

The real energy absorption plays a major role in active
thermography because it influences the achieved temperature
increase directly and a useful discussion of thermal effects
is almost impossible without this number (see [26] and ref-
erences therein). Since it is known that concrete can have
a noticeable reflectance [27] the reflectivity was measured
with a spectrometer, the Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 s. The
wavelength range was limited to the range between 930 and
950 nm, including the wavelength of the laser used as heat-
ing source (see Sect. 4). The measurements were conducted
five times on every sample on both sides to cover the dif-
ferent components present at the surface. Thus, the specified
uncertainties are not determined by the reproducibility of the
method but by the different components. And the average
values represent an effective value for the entire surface. As
to be expected from the visible appearance, sample type 2 is
more homogeneous resulting in a much lower spreading of
the results.

Actually, the reflectivity R was measured, but it is con-
nected with the absorptivity A by the simple relation A � 1
− R. The obtained absorptivities of the investigated samples
are listed in Table 2, which gives the minimum and the max-
imum value of the measured absorptivities. Spectral curves
of various types of concrete are documented in data bases [7]
and agree with our data.

The data listed in Table 2 enable the estimation of the real
energy density deposited during laser heating of the concrete
samples using the known power density of the laser output
and the length of the heating pulse, in uncoated as well as in
coated parts of the surface.

3 Thermal Parameters

The thermal behavior of a material is basically defined by
two parameters: Thermal conductivity k, which describes the
speed, at which heat diffuses through the material, and spe-
cific heat capacity c, which determines the temperature rise
of the material with mass density ρ, when a certain amount
of heat (i.e., thermal energy) is absorbed. Alternatively, the
thermal behavior can be described by a set of two other ther-
mal parameters, which can be deduced from k, c and ρ, and
vice versa: thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity.

The speed, at which a temperature rise progresses through
the material, is determined by the thermal diffusivity D. It
is defined as the ratio between the conductivity k and the
product of specific heat capacity c and material density ρ:

D � k

ρc
(1)

This definition results directly from the heat equation,
details are described in textbooks [28].

The thermal effusivity ε is a measure of the material’s
ability to exchange thermal energy with its surroundings. For
example, when touching two materials at the same tempera-
ture (i. e. at room temperature), the material with the higher
effusivity feels colder than the material with lower effusiv-
ity, because higher effusivity implies that the heat from the
touching hand diffuses with higher rate from the contact sur-
face into the bulk of thematerial, thus, the touching hand will
be more cooled at the contact surface. Thus, the temperature
at the contact between touching hand and material surface
gets lower. The thermal effusivity ε is defined as:

ε � √
kρc. (2)

This formulae results from specific solutions of the heat
equation, details are also available in textbooks e.g. [29].
Thus, the original thermal properties can also be defined by
the two parameters D and ε:

k � ε · √D (3)

c � ε√
D · ρ

(4)

In a simplemodelwith spatially homogeneousDirac pulse
heating of an opaque and isotropic material, where the heat is
completely absorbed at the surface, and where all heat losses
and a finite sample thickness are completely neglected, the
surface temperature–time dependence T(t) can be described
by the following equation [27, 29]:

T (t) � Q√
π · ε · √

t
(5)

This equation provides a simple relation between the
absorbed energy Q and the thermal effusivity ε of a mate-
rial when the surface was heated by a short pulse and the
temperature transient T(t) is recorded within a certain period
after the pulse. Knowing the effusivity allows the estimation
of the absorbed energy and vice versa. A successful applica-
tion of Eq. 5 was reported in [27] demonstrating the power
of this simple relationship.
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Fig. 5 Measurement setup in
transmission geometry: Sample
(upper right quarter remained
uncoated) placed between laser
heat source and IR-camera.
Widened laser beam is indicated

4 Measurement in Transmission Geometry

4.1 Measurement Setup in Transmission Geometry

In this section, the measurements in transmission geometry
are presented. Figure 5 shows the experimental setup. This
setup is derived from the Parker-method to determine the
thermal diffusivity [21] and is also described in international
standards [16, 17, 30–33]. Some standards require a black
coating to avoid heat penetration during the heating pulse.

Here are the technical parameters and specifications for
the laser system applied as heating source.

Laser system LDM 500 with beam widening optics:

• Output power at the fiber: 540 W
• Wavelength: 935 … 942 nm (depending on output power)
• Pulse length: 10 ms until infinite
• Beam width after optics: square with 135×135 mm2 in
60 cm distance

• Power density measured: 2.8±0.2 W/cm2

Please note the large cross-section area of the widened
laser beam covering the complete sample area of 10 cm
diameter, and also shining past the edge. The technical spec-
ifications of the IR camera Image IR 8300 with 25 mm
objective are:

• Cooled InSb detector array with 640×512 pixels
• Frame rate: 300 Hz full frame
• Sensitivity range: 2.5 … 5.7 μm
• NETD:<25 mK
• Integration time (10 … 100 °C): 0.5 ms

The settings for the experiments were:

• Heating pulse length: 5 s
• Observation period: 5 min
• Frame rate: 40 Hz
• Distance between camera and sample surface: 51 cm
• Resulting spatial resolution: 6 pixels/mm

Please note the sensitivity range of the camera is clearly
separated from the laser wavelength. Hence, the detected
thermal signal of the sample is not disturbed by radiation
from the heating source. The sample is placed between the
laser optics and the tilted infrared camera in relation to the
optical axis. This setup protects the camera objective from
direct laser irradiation and allows a direct observation of the
heating phase at the sample edge and thus an exact determi-
nation of the start time (see Fig. 6a) and the duration of the
heating period. A synchronization of camera and laser was
therefore not necessary.

4.2 Results of Measurements in Transmission
Geometry

The selected long heating time of 5 s was necessary to suf-
ficiently heat up the sample in order to obtain a clearly
detectable temperature rise of a few Kelvin at the rear side of
the sample. The time at which the heating began was deter-
mined, and the thermal images before the irradiation where
averaged and subtracted as background, which is in accor-
dance with the procedures described in [21] and in [16, 17,
30–33]. In this way, only temperature differences related to
the unheated state will be analyzed. Subsequently, thermal
images recorded before the heating period were discarded.

The following figure provides 3 thermograms of a sample
type 1 in transmission geometry recorded at different times.
Figure 6a demonstrates the possibility to record the begin-
ning of the heating period due to the tilted orientation of the
IR camera, where the heated front side appears as a thin con-
tour linemainly at the left edge of the specimen.Additionally,
a line shaped horizontal area occurred at the lower left edge
probably due to grazing incidence of the laser light at the bot-
tom. The tilted orientation also enables a cross-section view
on the specimen giving a rough impression of the transversal
heat profile inside the specimen (includedwith a black dotted
line in Fig. 6b). Figure 6b shows the thermogram after the 5 s
long heating period. Using the same temperature scale as in
Fig. 6a demonstrates that no temperature increase appeared
at the rear side due to the large thickness of the specimen.
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Fig. 6 a Difference thermogram of the sample type 1, recorded at the
beginning of the heating period, the yellow lines are heated edges of the
sample. b difference thermogram of the sample type 1, recorded at the
end of the heating period; the black dotted rectangle includes the cross-

section part of the sample due to the tilted orientation. c Difference
thermogram of the sample type 1 with maximum temperature (100 s
after the heating period), the black rectangles indicate the regions of
interest, where the transients were extracted

However, the front side temperature increased to 15 K which
was strongly outside of the selected temperature range. Thus,
the related left contour and the heated bottom areas are dis-
played as overridden regions. The cross-section view reveals
that the detectable heat front inside has reached the half
thickness. Figure 6c displays the recorded temperature dis-
tribution 100 s later when the maximum temperature level
was reached. The uncoated quarter can be detected clearly at
the upper right corner. Here, the inhomogeneous composi-
tion of the concrete can be recognized by a blotchy texture.
In contrast, the coating on the other part causes an almost
homogeneous appearance. The temperature level is roughly
the same as to be expected from the emissivity measurement
results (see Sect. 2.5).

Two further effects were observed at Fig. 6c:

(i) Lower temperatures at the lower specimen edge because
of heat losses due to heat conduction into the specimen
mounting

(ii) A warmer frame within the uncoated region at the inter-
face between coated and uncoated region probably since
the same coating pattern is present at the other side
leading to an inhomogeneous energy absorption as dis-
cussed in Sect. 2.5, thus the coated region was stronger
heated causing a heat flow into the uncoated region due
to internal heat conduction

Both effects influence the temperature transients in the
affected areas and must be taken into account when evaluat-
ing the data.

4.2.1 Parker Method

Since the international standards [16, 17, 30–33] usually
request the sample to be coated by a blackening substance,
a region of interest in the coated sample area (left black
rectangle in Fig. 6c) was analyzed. Additionally, a region

Fig. 7 Temperature transients recorded in transmission setup with 5 s
heating period within the uncoated part (upper right corner) and the
coated part (see black rectangles in Fig. 6c), the arrows indicate the
related t0.5 values used for the diffusivity calculation

in the uncoated part was also analyzed (right black rectan-
gle in Fig. 6c) to study the influence of the coating in the
case of concrete to be investigated. The corresponding tran-
sients for the Parker analysis are displayed in Fig. 7. The
pulse has started at 1.275 s on the time scale (with respect to
the thermal sequence of the observation) and was 5 s long.
Both transients have a very similar shape, but the coated part
reached a higher maximum temperature due to larger energy
input at the front side (see statement above). Both transients
have a clear maximum followed by a slowly decreasing part.
The indicated half maximum times are very similar in both
cases. The influence of the finite pulse length instead of a
Dirac pulse was considered by shifting the zero point of the
time scale to the half of the pulse length. The obtained values
for the investigated specimen are listed in Table 3, in compar-
ison to the values of the TPS method and of the quadrupole
method. The reported uncertainty range is valid for all sam-
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Table 3 Diffusivities measured with TPS method and with active ther-
mography (all values in mm2/s) for the investigated specimens, the
stated uncertainties are representative for all samples, details are given
in the related text parts above and below

Sample type 1
Probe 4

Sample type 2
Probe 6

Sample type 3
Probe 5

TPS coated 0.68±0.1 1.36±0.09 0.81±0.15

Parker method
(coated and
uncoated)

0.80±0.02 1.36 0.95

Quadrupole
method
coated

0.72 1.29 0.81

Quadrupole
method
uncoated

0.71±0.015 1.32 0.87

ples and results from varying the time value by 1 s in both
directions, while the other measured variables T and thick-
ness d have only a minor influence on the precision of the
final result.

In case of sample type 2 both methods agree well but
in case of the other both the Parker method yields cer-
tainly higher values. Thus, another evaluation method (the
Quadrupole method see Sect. 4.2) was carried out to com-
pensate the simplifications of the Parker method: the neglect
of a finite pulse length as well as thermal losses.

4.2.2 Quadrupole Method

For the work presented here, the data were analyzed and fit-
ted (red line) applying the Quadrupole method [34] with a
refined model based on Salazar et al. [35], which eliminates
some major simplifications of the previous model. It allows
the consideration of a finite heating time, of thermal losses
and of semitransparent materials. All heat losses are included
in a common heat transfer coefficient h. All heat losses mean
here: it contains convective losses, radiative losses, and con-
ductive losses to the sample mounting (see Fig. 6c at the
lower edge). The initial value for h was estimated manually
focusing only on the decreasing part of the transient. Semi-
transparency is regarded by an absorption coefficient α to
describe a penetration depth of the optical excitation pulse for
semitransparent materials. It was set to the maximum value
(here 88,000/m) because the coating as well as the concrete
are assumed to be opaque.

In order to quantify the quality of the fitting results the sum
of the squared differences of the logarithms of experimental
and model data was used as a quality parameter qp. Thus,
smaller values indicate better fits but the value itself has no
real physical meaning.

For the fitting routine, the absorption coefficient αwas set
to a constantmaximumvalue todescribe a completely opaque
material. The conductivity k was set to be constant and the
energy input Q in J/m2 was a free fit parameter. Figure 8a
shows the direct comparison of an averaged experimental
data set and the fitted transient. The quality of the fit is well,
and the obtained diffusivity is certainly smaller as by the
Parker method.

An improved fit could be obtained by setting α, and also h,
as free fit parameters, as can be seen in Fig. 8b. The quality
parameter was reduced by a factor of 3 and the obtained
diffusivity value is near to the one measured by the TPS
method. The reduced value for α represents a penetration
depth of about 1 mm, although the surface was coated. This
is either caused by micropores in the coating resulting in a
certain penetration depth or it is a specific property of the fit
model. The samefit configurationwas applied to the transient
in the uncoated region and the results were very similar (see
Fig. 9).

The reported uncertainty for the obtained diffusivity value
in Table 4 was estimated by the variation of the thickness
by±0.1 mm as the dominant uncertainty source of this
method. The thickness was measured with a micrometer
screw with 10 μm resolution. But the specimens were cut
by hand and, together with the non-constant coating thick-
ness, the selected variation of±0.1 mm might be a realistic
guess. All other input parameters (temperature differences
and times) are the result of different averaging processes
within the data processing and the residual systematical
errors are guessed to be very low.

4.3 Discussion of Thermographic Results
in Transmission Configuration

Since the investigated concrete samples are no standard
materials, the real diffusivities and effusivities are unknown.
Thus, the results of the different methods can only be com-
pared but not assessed. But the limitations of the Parker
method in this case are clear. The presence of enhanced heat
losses>20 W/(K m2) instead of a usual value between 5
and 10 W/(K m2) [35, 36] causes an earlier appearance of
the temperature maximum indicating a shorter penetration
time for the heat, eventual leading to an enhanced diffusivity
value. This systematical error could be avoided by applying
the quadrupole method for evaluating the temperature tran-
sients which considers heat losses explicitly by a separate
term.

The agreement between TPS and Quadrupole results is
good within the estimated uncertainties and provides that the
Quadrupole method in transmission configuration is suited
to determine the diffusivity as well as the TPS method.
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Fig. 8 a Comparison of experiment and model for the sample type 1
(coated) with fixed h � 22 W/(m2 K) and α � 88,000/m, the obtained
diffusivity value is 0.77 mm2/s, qp � 0.0004. b comparison of experi-

ment and model for the sample type 1 (coated) with h (obtained value
� 24 W/(m2 K)) and α (obtained value � 890/m) as fit parameters, the
obtained diffusivity value is 0.72 mm2/s, qp � 0.00013

Fig. 9 Comparison of experiment and model for the sample type 1
(uncoated) with h (21.7 W/(m2 K)) and α (890/m) as fit parameters,
the obtained diffusivity value is 0.71 mm2/s, qp � 0.00012

5 Measurement in Reflection Geometry

While the transmission geometry requires a well-defined
thickness in the range of few centimeters and access to
both sides of the structure, a measurement in reflection
geometry is performed on only one surface of the object
with at least some centimeters thickness. This is exactly
the scenario on a construction site or on an existing build-
ing. As described by Eq. 5, the effusivity of the material
can be deduced in this case from the temperature decrease
after a short heating pulse, when the absorbed energy is
known. Here, we conducted measurements in the reflec-
tion geometry under laboratory conditions at the same
specimen to enable a real comparison of both configura-
tions.

5.1 Measurement Setup in Reflection Geometry

Figure 10 shows the measurement setup in reflection geome-
try under laboratory conditions,where the sample side heated
by the laser beam is being observed by the IR-camera. The
experimental equipment was the same as in case of the mea-
surements in transmission geometry (see above), except for
the following parameters:

• Heating pulse length: 0.5 s
• Distance between camera and sample surface: 64 cm
• Resulting spatial resolution: 5 pixels/mm

As “lessons learned” the contact area between samples
and ground were drastically reduced to suppress heat losses
into the ground.

5.2 Results of Measurements in Reflection Geometry

Figure 11 shows a photo and a thermogram of the type
1 sample (cut surface) revealing different grains within
the cement matrix. The thermogram on the left side
demonstrate grain-related thermal contrasts in both parts,
uncoated as well as coated. Considering the uncoated part
in the upper right quarter, one can easily observe the
correlation between darker grains in the photo and hots
spots in the thermogram. Since the grains are a com-
ponent of the concrete, the measurement should include
all components according to their volume share. Thus,
the regions used for the transient evaluation have to
be representative for the material and must not be too
small. Both regions, in the coated (black rectangle) and
in the uncoated (white rectangle) part, are indicated in
Fig. 11a.
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Fig. 10 a Measurement setup in
reflection geometry: a laser as
heat source (lower right corner)
illuminates a square onto the
specimen type 2; IR-camera
(lower left edge) with indicated
optical axis (green arrow).
b Illuminated area (positioning
laser) in case of specimen type 1
(exposure time for the photo
0.5 s)

Fig. 11 a Difference
thermogram of the type 1
sample at the end of the heating
period, indicated regions are
used for evaluation. b Photo of
surface (shown for direct
comparison only – the same
image as Fig. 1b)

Interestingly, a grainy structure is visible in the coated part,
too. This can be explained by different thermal properties of
the grains covered by the coating.

However, Fig. 12 exhibits two further thermograms
recorded during the cooling period. The hot spots were
blurred but remainedwithin the coated part after 3 s (Fig. 12a)
but disappeared completely after 30 s (Fig. 12b). The remain-
ing blotchy structure in the uncoated part of the thermogram
with remaining sharp grains boundaries appeared in the trans-
missionmeasurements (seenFig. 6c) too. They are associated
with low emissivity contrasts at the shear concrete surface
and will not be considered here due to their low influence on
the following data evaluations.

Figure 13a shows the temperature transients obtained at
the selected surface regions (as indicated in Fig. 11a by differ-
ent rectangles). The temperature transient of the coated part
reached a higher maximum, not surprising sincethe coating
absorbs more energy than the uncoated region. The compar-
ison with the blue line provides the validity of the simple
model described by Eq. 5. In order to complete the compari-
son, the quadrupole methodwas also applied to the transients

and the result is shown in Fig. 13b for the uncoated region. It
is not surprising that this model with more available param-
eters is also well suited to describe the experimental data.
Two details of the fit are remarkable: the high value of the
absorption coefficient and the negative value for the thermal
heat loss parameter h. The obtained absorption coefficient
is larger by factor 8.6 than in case of the transmission mea-
surement, although surface and material are the same. It is
out of the scope of this contribution to discuss this difference
in detail because it would require a sensitivity analysis of
the different fitting parameters in relation to the respective
observation mode (transmission or reflection). The negative
value of the heat loss parameter h can be associated with a
lateral heat flow from the coated parts leading to a weak heat
gain. Please note, that the fit quality is excellent regarding
the temporal range of the data set which was much longer
than in case of the transmission measurements.

Finally, the obtained effusivity values were compiled in
Table 4. The uncertainties of the thermographic results were
estimated using the standard deviation of temperature values
within the selected regions and regarding the uncertainty of
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Fig. 12 a Difference
thermogram of the type 1
sample, recorded 3 s after the
heating period. b difference
thermogram of the type 1
sample, recorded 30 s after the
heating period

Fig. 13 a Difference temperature transients measured in the coated and
the uncoated part of the sample type 1, the blue line indicates a transient
according to Eq. 5. b Fit of the temperature transient in the uncoated

region without hot spots by means of the quadrupole method with α

(7750/m), h (− 5.7 W/(K m2)) and the effusivity (1630 W s0.5/K/m2)
as fitting parameters, qp � 0.0004

Table 4 Effusivities measured with active thermography and with TPS
method (in J/(Km2√s)) for the investigated specimens

Sample Type 1 Sample Type 2 Sample Type 3

Accord. to Eq. 5
uncoated

1550
(− 360 + 300)

2050
(− 260 + 290)

1480
(− 220 + 260)

Accord. to Eq. 5
coated

1570
(− 200 + 210)

2180±260 1550
(− 200 + 230)

Quadrupole method
uncoated

1630

TPS coated 1690±130 2180±130 1835±350

the power density. This is clearly an overestimation because
it based on only one data point at a certain time. Regard-
ing instead the entire linear part of the transient curve the
resulting temperature uncertainty disappears and only the
uncertainty of the power density determines the entire uncer-
tainty. It will be reduced to about±150 for type 2 and even
to±100 for type 1.

5.3 Discussion of the Thermographic Results
in Reflection Configuration

The comparison with the results of the TPS method shows
a very good agreement for sample type 1 and sample type
2. In case of sample type 3, larger deviations occurred, but
the uncertainty of the TPSmethodwas remarkably increased,
perhaps due to some contact issues between coating and con-
crete. Considering the uncertainties of bothmethods, a region
of overlapping values exists, however.

This means that both methods allow to measure the ther-
mal effusivity with similar precision. However, the occurred
measurement uncertainties have various causes: In thermog-
raphy, the main measurement uncertainty was caused by the
absorptivity variance across the surface. In the TPS method,
the measurement uncertainty was caused by the fact that the
material concrete, which is inhomogeneous on a small scale,
is measured at a series of different surface points. Thus, the
variance of the values represents this thermal inhomogene-
ity, while the variance of the thermographic results is mainly
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caused by the optically inhomogeneous concrete surface.
The inhomogeneous composition of the concrete plays only
a minor role here, because averaged transients from larger
regions are regarded.

6 Conclusions

In this study, we measured the thermal properties of differ-
ent kinds of concrete with active thermography using laser
irradiation as heat source with the simplest form of heating
scheme: a constant heating phasewith nomodulation in time.
Using cut samples with thicknesses between 1 and 2 cm the
measurements could be performed in both configurations: in
transmission as well as in reflection. The obtained results
were compared with those from the TPS method as a stan-
dardmethodwith a commercially available device. In case of
the investigated 3 different concrete samples a good agree-
ment was obtained between thermographic and TPS method
without additional coating on the concrete.

The evaluation of transmission measurements requires a
more detailedmodel for calculations including thermal losses
and additionally a semitransparency parameter. The simple
Parker formula turns out to be not sufficient under the given
experimental conditions. In contrast, the measurements in
reflection configuration could be evaluated by a very sim-
ple analytical solution (Eq. 5), but its application requires an
additional measurement value: the absorbed heating power
or energy. In this study, the required value was estimated
by using a well-defined laser spot as heating source and
a separate determination of the reflection coefficient at the
laser wavelength. The obtained results in reflection config-
uration open a way to realize a mobile device suited for
onsite applications. Considering the observed temperature
transients with the applied energy densities, a microbolome-
ter camera might be sufficient, but the optical properties of
the concrete surfacemust be known in the relatedwavelength
range.Due to the large power density of the laser safety issues
must be regarded, an optical shielding will be necessary for
a mobile device.

Having a value of the effusivity would allow to assess the
quality of the concrete or (after a calibration) to estimate the
actual moisture content or the porosity as reported earlier.
However, the penetration depth of this method is restricted
to the first centimeters below the surface.

Further research work is scheduled to investigate more
kinds of concrete as well as the influence of moisture and
fatigue state on the obtained results. Finally, further appli-
cations in other fields with only-side access are possible but
depend always on the specific optical properties of the sur-
face to be investigated.
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